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Modelling Architectures for
Dynamic Systems

Peter Henderson

ABSTRACT A dynamic system is one that changes its con�guration as

it runs. It is a system into which we can drop new components that then

cooperate with the existing ones. We are concerned with formally de�ning

architectures for such systems and with realistically validating designs for

applications that run on those architectures. We describe a generic archi-

tecture based on the familiar registry services of CORBA, DCOM and Jini.

We illustrate this architecture by formally describing a simple point-of-sale

system built according to this architecture. We then look at the sorts of

global properties that a designer of applications would wish a robust system

to have and discuss variations on the architecture which make validation

of applications more practical.

1 Introduction

The advent of ubiquitous computing, where everything is connected to
everything else, has created a new challenge for Software Engineering and
for Software Reuse in particular. It is now increasingly important that
software components are designed for a life of constant change and frequent
reuse.
With everything connected to everything else, systems are necessarily

subject to dynamic change. You can't stop the whole world just to plug
in a new component. Components need to be as nearly plug-and-play as
possible. Flexible architectures such as Jini [35], are making the evolution
of dynamic systems possible. The question is, how do you design for such
architectures and how do you design components which will survive a life-
time of use and reuse even though their environment and the expectations
which their users have of them, are constantly changing?

1.1 Dynamic Systems

In [16] dynamic systems are described as being built from components
and having the property that, a new component could be added to a run-
ning system at any time and the system would embrace its contribution
without having to stop. It is the requirement that the system can evolve
by accretion, without ever having to stop, that leads us to call the sys-
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tem\dynamic". The consequences for component reuse are dramatic. Com-
ponents will be reused in ways that were not imagined by their original
designers. In [16] we addressed the issue of who would be to blame if the
consequence of adding a new component was that something broke.
In this paper, we formally describe some of the issues which arise for the

developer of dynamic systems, not least of all the evolution of functionality
in an incremental way. We do this by introducing an elementary archi-
tecture modelling language, ARC [17], which allows for experimentation
with alternative architectural designs and for the validation of these de-
signs using state-space search. In particular, ARC models can be compiled
to run on the SPIN model-checker [21]. The ARC modelling paradigm, it is
conjectured, is simple enough to allow many experiments to be performed
quickly with modest cost and yet powerful enough to describe a range of
practical architectures and generate valuable insight into their properties.

1.2 The Context of Constant Change

We are concerned with dynamic systems in the context of constant change,
where the system supports a business process which is constantly needing
to be changed to match the rapidly movingmarketplace.We wish to explore
architectures which will allow the incremental enhancement of the system
without having to be stopped for upgrade. Consequently we are concerned
with issues of recon�gurability, where new components can be added to the
system which then embraces the new services which they o�er. We are less
concerned with the removal of old components in that we anticipate archi-
tectures which will allow such components to gradually become obsolete
and eventually retire.
However we are concerned with issues of survival. We will articulate sce-

narios in which the system can survive despite the fact that some compo-
nents fail. One way of looking at this issue is to characterise the interaction
between a system and its environment as a two-person game [1]. The moves
made by the system are to maximise the number of components which can
operate. The moves of the environment are to damage key components with
the intention of preventing as many components as possible from operat-
ing successfully. We show how our modelling paradigm lends itself to this
metaphor.

2 Models of Dynamic Systems

In order to be able to make precise statements about alternative architec-
tural proposals we need to use a language which has a precise meaning
and which operates at a level of abstraction appropriate to the kinds of
reasoning which we wish to perform. There is a choice of paradigms. Many
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FIGURE 1. A UML Collaboration Diagram

architecture modelling languages base themselves on a message-passing,
process-oriented view. Examples are Wright [2, 3, 32], Darwin [27, 28] and
more recently FSP/LTSA [29]. Others, such as Rapide [24, 25, 26] take an
event based approach where events are speci�ed by condition-action rules.
This is the approach we will take in ARC. Architecture languages concern
themselves with structure and behaviour [36]. We are, of course, concerned
with both here. But, in a dynamic system, structure is dynamic and so
structure merges into behaviour.

2.1 The ARC Notation

Our conjecture is that our modelling language is appropriate to the design
of reusable components for dynamic systems, because it operates at a level-
of-abstraction that allows reasonably large systems to be modelled, but still
allows a useful degree of validation of the models in a cost-e�ective manner.
The modelling paradigm is inuenced by the collaboration diagrams of

UML [9]. These diagrams are a variety of Object Interaction Diagram,
where the behaviour of a (scenario) from a system is depicted. In collab-
oration diagrams (see Figure 1), objects (rather than classes) are shown
along with the messages which pass between them. The objects are usually
boxes and the messages are arrows. The sequencing is shown by numbering
the messages. The reader can then follow a scenario by reading the mes-
sages in order. Designers use such a diagram to �rst convince themselves,
then others, that they have a valid behaviour.
Figure 1 shows an example of a UML collaboration diagram and also

serves to introduce the example which we will use throughout this paper
both to introduce ARC and to consider alternative architectures. Figure 1
shows an EPOS (Electronic Point-of-Sale) system. It shows three objects:
T ill is the (hardware and software) component where customers' purchases
are scanned and paid for; NS is the Name Server which (in this client-
server architecture) acts as the registry for objects o�ering and requiring
services; and PLU is the Price Look Up component which o�ers the service
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FIGURE 2. An ARC Diagram

of supplying prices for purchased items.
The scenario depicted in the UML diagram of Figure 1 shows a sequence

of three operations: �rst the PLU invokes a register operation on NS to
register its availability as a supplier of the PriceLookUp service; then T ill

acquires from NS the name (PLU) of the supplier of this service; �nally
the T ill invokes a look-up-price operation on the PLU .
Although inspired by the collaboration diagrams of UML, our paradigm

uses a slightly higher level of abstraction. Rather than show messages, we
show relationships or associations, between objects. The implication is that,
if an appropriate relationship exists between two objects, one may have
access to the services of the other. We will illustrate this in detail in what
follows. The behavioural aspect of the system that we will then be able to
illustrate is the con�guration and recon�guration of those relationships as,
in a dynamic system, components �rst join and then acquire relationships
with other components which they intend to use.
In ARC we use the terms component and object interchangeably. We

think of objects or components as having state, behaviour and autonomy.
That is, they are active, as if they were servers or clients. Figure 2 shows
the state of a system in ARC diagrammatic form. There are six components
(T ill1, PLU1, NS1, Register, Acquire and PriceLookUp) and three rela-
tionships (knows, supplies and requires). The diagram depicts the state
in which, among other things, T ill1 requires PriceLookUp, PLU1 supplies
PriceLookUp and while T ill1 does not yet know of PLU1, it does know
NS1 which in turn knows PLU1. NS1 is, of course, the Name Server in this
distributed system. T ill1 will ask NS1 for the name of a component which
supplies PriceLookUp, and as a consequence the con�guration will change
dynamically to add the relationship that T ill1 knows PLU1.
In practice, the ARC diagrams become too cluttered to express realistic
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scenarios, so we use them only to illustrate partial states. They come into
their own when a group of engineers are designing a new solution on a
whiteboard, because changes to the solution are quickly understood by
all the participants. But for formal presentation we use a textual form to
capture the full meaning of any situation. That is what we shall use here.
The ARC textual notation is based on logic, and in particular on the use

of logic in Prolog strongly inuenced by conceptual modelling [4]. A similar
use of notation has recently been adopted in Alloy [22].
The state depicted in Figure 1 would be expressed by the conjunction

knows(T ill1; NS1)&knows(NS1; PLU1)&supplies(NS1; Register)&
supplies(NS1; Acquire)&supplies(PLU1; P riceLookUp)&
requires(T ill1; P riceLookUp)

This is how we describe a state, as a conjunction of (usually) binary rela-
tions. Next we describe Actions which will enable us to move from state to
state. We use Condition-Action rules. Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic form
of a rule, with the condition to be met depicted in the left-hand box and
the state to be moved to depicted in the right hand box. What the Action
in Figure 3 depicts is the act of registering with a Name Server NS. The
Caller knows NS initially, and in the eventual state NS knows the Caller.
Putting this Action into textual form, we have

register(Caller;NS) =

knows(Caller;NS)&supplies(NS;Register)

! +knows(NS;Caller)

Thus we de�ne actions, which we give names to, which have a side-e�ect of
adding and deleting relationships. Actions have parameters. The addition
and deletion of relationships is denoted by + and � signs just in front of
the relationship name. An example of relationship-deletion would be the
reverse of the Register operation shown in Figure 4.

deregister(Caller;NS) =

knows(Caller;NS)&knows(NS;Caller)&supplies(NS;Deregister)

! �knows(NS;Caller)
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FIGURE 4. The deRegister Action

A more complex Action is shown in Figure 5. This is the Acquire action
that also involves a Name Server. It is the way that components obtain
knowledge of others that supply services which they require. The Action
depicted in Figure 3 has the meaning

acquire(Caller;NS; Service) = exists Object:

knows(Caller;NS)&knows(NS;Object)&supplies(NS;Acquire)&

supplies(Object; Service)&requires(Caller; Service)

! +knows(Caller; Object)

You can see how this would match a state in which, for example

knows(T ill1; NS1)&knows(NS1; PLU1)

and NS1, T ill1 and PLU1 are as previously described. So if this action is
performed on that state, we would move to a state in which T ill1 knows
PLU1, an obviously desirable state of a�airs.
This is mostly all there is to ARC. In the formula for acquire, the

component Object has a particular status. It is not a parameter of the
operation. It is a local variable, which can match any component that
satis�es the relational structure in which it is involved. In logical terms,
it is existentially quanti�ed with scope the condition and action parts
of the rule. In addition to the logical structures which we have exhib-
ited here, we allow explicit negation, disjunction, implication and uni-
versal quanti�cation. Negation could have been used in the formula for
acquire, for example, to strengthen the condition in such a way as to en-
sure that the Caller did not acquire something which supplied a service
which was already supplied by some component which it already knew (add
:(knows(Caller; Object1)&supplies(Object1; Service)) to the condition).

2.2 Validation of Models

The models we have made are particular forms of �nite state machines,
with the states represented by a particular edge-coloured graph, where the
nodes are Components, the edges are Relationships and the colours are the
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FIGURE 5. The Acquire Action

actual Relations. Transitions between states are accomplished by Actions,
which add and remove edges from the graph.
Consequently, validation of the models can be accomplished by various

�nite state machine checking capabilities. In particular, model checking can
be used [6, 13, 21, 22, 29]. It is also straightforward to build animations of
the models, and this is an e�ective way for a group of engineers to persuade
themselves that their design is complete and consistent, and to look at the
consequences, for example, of component failure.
As an example of validating a model, consider the example we have used

throughout this introduction to ARC. In the simplest scenario, we might
begin in the state

knows(T ill1; NS1)&knows(PLU1; NS1)&supplies(NS1; Acquire)&
supplies(NS1; Register)&requires(T ill1; PriceLookUp)&
supplies(PLU1; P riceLookUp)

Now the reader will realise that the sequence of Actions

register(PLU1; NS1); acquire(T ill1; NS1; P riceLookUp)

will move us to a situation where, in addition to the above state, we also
have the following relationships

knows(NS1; PLU1)&knows(T ill1; PLU1)

Figure 6 shows the ARC validation tool which supports various types of
state space search. The model developed in this section has been presented
to the tool which displays three panels each containing a list. The user
chooses to instantiate a small number of objects of each type, in this case
one Name Server (NS1), two Tills (T ill1 and T ill2) and two PLUs (PLU1
and PLU2). The list of Actions displays (in alphabetical order) just those
which are e�ective in that their condition part evaluates to true and their
action part will actually change the state. The State list comprises terms
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FIGURE 6. The ARC evaluation tool

in the conjunction which describes part of the (graph representing the)
current state in which we have expressed an interest. Selecting an action
from the Action list applies it to the current state and hence progresses to
the next state. The actions which have been invoked so far are shown (this
time in sequential order) in the Path list. Various methods of searching the
state space are provided [17]. The most elementary is just to move forward
and backwards taking di�erent branches manually. The Back button on the
menu bar moves the user progressively back through the path they have
followed.
ARC models can also be translated into Promela [21] in a very straight-

forward way and executed on the SPIN model-checker. Every relationship
of the form rel(obj1; obj2) (that is, every edge potentially in the graph
representing the state) is represented as a Promela (bit) variable. Adding
the relationship to the state corresponds to setting this variable to true, re-
moving the relationship to setting it to false. Experiments have shown that
ARC and SPIN generate the same state machines. Translating to SPIN
has the advantage that we can make use of SPIN's mature model-checking
capabilities, particularly its performance and its ability to check temporal
properties expessed in LTL.

3 Architectures for Reuse

The client-server architecture which we have used to illustrate our mod-
elling language is an example of a exible architecture designed for reuse
of (Services supplied by) Servers. We have shown that it is able to support
the elementary kind of recon�guration required by the initial marriage of
clients to servers. And we can show that it is tolerant of some types of
failure and incremental change.
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3.1 Survival

Consider the following kind of attack on the client-server architecture

break(Object) =

all Service:supplies(Object; Service)!

�supplies(Object; Service)

Clearly, if we execute break(PLU1) then this can be �xed by the sys-
tem performing acquire(T ill1; NS1; P riceLookUp) again, which will locate
PLU2, assuming it has registered withNS1. BreakingNS1 with break(NS1)
is a little more serious, but not immediately. The system continues to func-
tion. It runs into trouble after break(PLU1), for now T ill1 cannot �nd
PLU2. Unless of course T ill1 had had the foresight to prepare for this
eventuality by acquiring PLU2 even though, having PLU1, it didn't strictly
need it. But of course, eventually the loss of NS1 is more serious.
The semantics of creation of new objects gives a telling insight

newPLU(PLU) =

true! +knows(PLU;NS1);+supplies(PLU; PriceLookUp)

The other object creating de�nitions are similar. In this system, every new
object comes into existence knowing the name of the same single registry
NS1. When NS1 dies, the system can only deteriorate.
But even here, there is a solution. It has to do with where the initiative

for performing actions is assigned. In the model, we have purposely not
assigned the actions to the objects. But we should, because we want objects
to be autonomous and active. The reason we haven't done this in the model
is that we don't want to decide early either who has the initiative or what
their goal is. But suppose that all objects know how to invoke acquire

on objects which supply that service and that their objective (goal) is to
acquire as many instances of the objects which supply services which they
may be able to use. Then, if NS2 is created and registers with NS1, all
the objects which know NS1 can now acquire NS2 and thus increase their
chances of survival.
Note that formally our architecture requires one of two changes. Either

we weaken the condition on acquire to omit requires(Caller; Service) so
that objects can acquire anything, whether they need it or not. Or, we
strengthen the requirements of all objects to include +requires(Object; Acquire).

3.2 Incremental Change

This leads to another consideration of how systems evolve, rather than just
survive. Suppose that we plan to upgrade our EPOS system with a new ser-
vice. For the sake of argument let us assume it is a Loyalty scheme whereby
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the system identi�es the customer at the point-of-sale and o�ers bespoke
services (such as targeted coupons). We will run through one scenario which
illustrates this happening.
First we have a new Loyalty Server,

newLS(LS) =

true! +knows(LS;NS1);+supplies(LS;Loyalty)

Then we have a new Till

newLST ill(LSTill) =

true! +knows(LSTill; NS1);

+requires(LSTill; P riceLookUp); +requires(LSTill; Loyalty)

The interesting question is, if we create newLST ill(T ill1) say, does it in-
herit the existing con�guration of T ill1. The formal model says it does. If
that is not what we intended, then we need a tighter description.
Suppose we de�ne

exists(Object) =

exists relationship:(relationship(Object; Something)or

relationship(Something;Object))

then we can strengthen the precondition on newLST ill to be :exists(LSTill).
If however, what we require is to genuinely model the fact that the old
T ill1 and the new T ill1 actually share something other than a name, for
example that they share the same hardware, then we need to separate the
objects which represent the Till application from those that represent the
Till hardware. This can be done, but we will not go into it here.
Of course, in all practical cases we must realise that systems are imple-

mented at di�erent levels and we will need to model components at di�er-
ent levels of abstraction. Figure 7 shows how this is done. In a high level
model, the relationship knows will be stored explicitly. In a re�nement of
that model, the relationship knows will be derived from other relationships
(stored or derived). Figure 7 shows how the PLU1 and the NS1, in sep-
arate environments (processes, name spaces, machines etc) come to know
each other by a conjunction of relationships, set up presumably by more
primitive actions than acquire.

knows(A;B) =

localKnows(A; TX1)&localKnows(B; TX2)&

globalKnows(TX1; TX2)

3.3 Loosely Coupled Components

The architectures we are trying to describe to support reuse in the context
of constant change, with its consequent need for dynamic recon�guration is
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leading us towards increasingly loosely-coupled components. The architec-
ture which we have used as our example, the client-server architecture, has
some of this looseness of coupling. Dynamic binding is achieved through the
use of registry services such as the Name Server which we have used. As an
example of something more loosely coupled consider the following architec-
ture which is a development of the client-server. We don't have specialised
Name Servers. Rather, every object is a Name Server. This is achieved by
ensuring that every object supplies both Register and Acquire. Now, on
creation, every object must know the name of some other object, but that
doesn't have to be always the same object. Given the initiative to seek out
as many new objects as it can, a new object can increase substantially its
chances of being able to survive and continue to function, notwithstanding
attacks from elsewhere.

3.4 Its all a game

We can characterise the �ght for survival of a system, or perhaps more
accurately the components within the system as a 2-person game. Imagine
that the two players are the System itself and the Environment. The System
can make a move comprising a sequence of actions, thus moving to a desired
state, whereupon it yields. The Environment can then make a move which
we presume will break something. The Environment wins if the System
gets into a position from which it can not recover to a position which it is
required to achieve.
Restricting the Environment to a single break action is a modelling

choice, but it does allow us now to specify an interesting property of a Sys-
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tem state. The property is an integer which counts the number of moves
the System is away from losing. Consider Figure 8. This shows a common
situation in the game of survival. Each node in the diagram represents a
state of the system and the integer in the circle is the number of moves
the System is away from disaster. The game starts at node A. If the Sys-
tem is astute enough always to move to C, whenever it is at A, then the
System survives. If it ever moves to D, then there is the chance that the
Environment will win by moving to B. You can see how this metaphor rea-
sonably captures the notation of survival for a dynamic system. We hope
to show that it also reasonably captures the notion of incremental change
and improvement as the System moves further away from zero. We expect
that this will require a considerably more complex numbering scheme. We
are investigating whether or not we can develop state models based on the
game representation schemes devised by Conway [7].

4 Conclusions

We have concerned ourselves with the formalisation of dynamic systems,
which we have characterised as systems of components that need to recon-
�gure themselves in order to respond to changes in the requirements upon
them. We have shown how systems based on registry services are basically
appropriate to this problem and have suggested some re�nements to this
architecture, speci�cally generalising the reasons why any component might
store information about another. Another extension is to make every com-
ponent (at a certain level) able to provide the capabilities of a registry. We
have introduced an architecture modelling language, ARC, which adopts
the paradigm of modelling systems as objects and relations. This leads to
an elementary behavioural description language which we have shown to
be powerful enough to describe the systems which we wished to discuss.
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Validating the properties which we have proposed for solutions is possible
using state-space search. We have a tool for doing this which we described
briey. More details, and tool itself, are available on the web [17]
Further work on architecture modelling is ongoing. In particular we are

building models of MQM [8], of Jini [35] and of the Ambients [5] paradigm
as well as showing whether or not ARC can model most of the things
that other architectural modelling languages can. Of course, theoretically
it is possible to show that ARC can represent anything but we are more
concerned with the practical use of the paradigm by software architects
and software engineers in practice in real industrial scale tasks. We are
con�dent that this objective will be achieved.
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